
SKIBBE WIFFLEBALL LEAGUE
#3 MOST LOVED PLAYER

PETER LEICHT
Peter is one of the most accomplished
players in SWBL history, compiling 
59 wins in 11 years. He is a four-time 
SWBL All-Star and has an MVP and 
Rookie of the Year award to his name.

The impressive accolades alone makes 
him one of the most respected players 
in the league. Add on his alcohol-heavy 
personality on-and-off the field and you 
have the No. 3 most loved player in the 
SWBL.

Since forming the SWBL Brewers, 
Peter has served as the ring leader for 
arguably the most entertaining team in 
the league. The Brew Crew will 
CONTINUOUSLY drink adult beverages 
through Memorial Day Weekend and 
provide laughs and memories for all 
fans in attendance.

Cheers Peter and promise everyone in 
the SWBL that you will never change. 



SKIBBE WIFFLEBALL LEAGUE
#2 MOST LOVED PLAYER

KEVIN WIETUCHTER
Kevin is the founder of the SWBL Expos 
and is looking to give the franchise its 
first ever victory.

The “Tit Squeezer” only boasts a 28-57 
career record in the SWBL, but is one 
of the most liked and respected 
competitors around.

Known for his heavy drinking all 
weekend long and competing on his 
bare feet, Kevin is sure to give SWBL 
fans plenty of memories every single 
year.

As one of the SWBL co-founders, Kevin 
will forever be an important figure in 
the league’s history. There’s no doubt 
that Kevin will find his way to the 
Skibbe backyard year in and year out, 
packed with a cooler full of beer and 
pockets full of chewing tobacco. 



SKIBBE WIFFLEBALL LEAGUE
#1 MOST LOVED PLAYER

ROB WALTERS
There are few players in the SWBL that 
warrant “must watch at bats” and Rob 
Walters is certainly one of those select 
few.

Rob first made his name known in the 
league back in 2006. Unfortunately, 
losing games and Rob seem to go 
hand-in-hand, but you’ll be hard 
pressed to find someone who has more 
fun each year.

Whether it’s his trademark bat throws 
following strikeouts, tomahawk swings 
that somehow result in towering home 
runs, extremely explicit language or 
patented nicknames for every SWBl 
player to make their way to the Skibbe 
backyard; Rob is an individual that will 
never be forgotten.

Making his emphatic return in 2016, 
Rob is no doubt eager to notch a win or 
two over the weekend, while 
continuing to make a world-class 
spectacle on the field.


